
APPENDIX C: RANDOM MONSTER ENCOUNTERS 

Ghast encounters must be near charnel houses, graveyards, and the like. 

The number encountered will be 2-8. 

Ghost encounters are treated in a fashion similar to ghost encounters, but 

of course a locale or two can be haunted. One ghost will be encountered. 

Ghoul encounters are treated the same as ghost encounters, except 4-16 

will be encountered. 

Giant rats are encountered throughout any inhabited place, using their 

own tunneled warrens, sewers, cellars, etc. In daylight such encounters 

will take place only in dim alleys or dark buildings and similar places. The 

number encountered will be 2-8 in daylight, 4-24 at night. 

Goodwife encounters are with a single woman, often indistinguishable 

from any other type of female (such as a magic-user, harlot, etc.). Any of- 

fensive treatment or seeming threat will be likely to cause the woman to 

scream for help, accusing the offending party of any number of crimes, i.e. 

assault, rape, theft, or murder. 20% of goodwives know interesting gossip. 

Harlot encounters can be with brazen strumpets or haughty courtesans, 

thus making it difficult for the party to distinguish each encounter for what 

it is. (In fact, the encounter could be with a dancer only prostituting herself 

as it pleases her, an elderly madam, or even a pimp.) In addition to the 

offering of the usual fare, the harlot is 30% likely to know valuable 

information, 15% likely to make something up in order to gain a reward, 

and 20% likely to be, or work with, a thief. You may find it useful to use the 

sub-table below to see which sort of harlot encounter takes place: 

01-10 Slovenly trull 76-85 Expensive doxy 

1 1-25 Brazen strumpet 86-90 Haughty courtesan 

26-35 Cheap trollop 91-92 Aged madam 

36-50 Typi ca I stree twa I ker 93-94 Wea I thy procuress 

51 -65 Saucy tart 95-98 Sly pimp 

66-75 Wanton wench 99-00 Rich panderer 

An expensive doxy will resemble a gentlewoman, a haughty courtesan a 

noblewoman, the other harlots might be mistaken for goodwives, and so 

forth. 

Illusionist encounters will be with an illusionist of 7th to 10th level (d4 + 
6) with 0-3 apprentice illusionists (d4 for level) 50% of the time or 1-3 

fighter guards (d6 for level) 50% of the time. The illusionist typically 

wishes to be left alone. 

Laborer encounters are with a group of 3-12 non-descript persons loitering 

or on their way to or from work. These fellows will be rough customers in a 

brawl. There is a 10% chance for each to be a levy in the city watch, with 

commensurate friends and knowledge. 

Magic-user encounters will be with a magic-user of 7th to 12th level (d6 + 
6) and 1-4 henchmen - 45% apprentice magic-users (d6 for level), 30% 

fighter guards (d4 + 3 for level), 25% for a mixture of the two, providing 2 

or 4 henchmen are in the magic-user’s company. As with illusionists, 

magic-users wish to mind their own affairs and like others to do likewise. 

Mercenary encounters are with 3-12 non-descript men. There will be a 1st 

level fighter for every 3 level 0 mercenaries and a 2nd to 5th level leader 

(d4 + 1 ) if there are 10 or more mercenaries encountered. There is a 70% 

likelihood that they are already in the employ of someone. Otherwise, 

normol reaction dice are used. 

Merchant encounters are with 1-3 purveyors or factors in the daytime, but 

at night there will be 2-8 mercenary guards with the merchant(s) if the en- 

counter is in a dangerous sector. Guards will be 0 level, with one leader of 

1st to 4th level (d4 for level). A merchant will fear robbery, but is 10% 

likely to have useful knowledge for a price. 10% of merchants en- 

countered will be rich, thus indistinguishable from an important city of- 

ficial or noble. 

Monk encounters will be with a single monk of 7th to 10th level (d4 + 6). 

The monk might appear as a beggar or other character. The business of the 

monk is typically that of travelling from point A to point B. Reaction is 

determined by standard test. 

Night hag encounters are treated similar to demon and devil encounters, 

i.e. the area must suit the encounter. From 1 to 2 night hags will be en- 

countered. 
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Noble encounters are with a nobleman and retainers 75% of the time and 

with a noblewoman 25% of the time. A noble will have 1-4 guards of 

1st-4th level fighting ability, 1-2 servants, and there is a 75% likelihood 

that a noblewoman will have a sedan chair, carriers and linkboys (at 

night). Noblemen can easily be mistaken for important city officials or 

very rich merchants; noblewomen can likewise be mistaken for a 

courtesan or procuress. Any insult will be taken seriously. Nobles are 50% 

likely to be fighters (80%) or clerics (20%) of 5th to 12th level (d8 + 4). 

- 

I 
Paladin encounters will be with a paladin of 6th to 9th level (d4 + 5). The 

paladin will be indistinguishable from any other fighter. 

Pilgrim encounters are with 3-12 persons bent upon a journey to some 

religious or quasi-religious site. The alignment of pilgrims is variable, but 

that of a group is always homogeneous. For every 4 pilgrims there will be 

1 of unusual type (cleric, fighter, etc.). See ADVANCED DUNGEONS 8 

DRAGONS, MONSTER MANUAL for exact probability of each character 

type if desired. As pilgrims are non-descript, it is quite probable that they 

can be confused with other groups (bandits, laborers, and so on). 

Press gang encounters will involve 2-16 burly sailors or soldiers armed 

with swords but wielding clubs. Gang members will be 1st level, with one 

leader of level 2-5 (d4 + 1). Outnumbered or incapacitated characters 

may be”shanghaied” into the local navy or militia. 

Rake encounters are with 2-5 young gentlemen fighters of 5th to 10th level 

(d6 + 4). The rakes will always be aggressive, rude, and sarcastic. There is 

a 25% chance they will be drunk. 

Rakshasa encounters are treated the same as demon or devil encounters, 

i.e. the area must suit the encounter. From 1-3 will be encountered. 

Ranger encounters will be with a ranger of 7th to 10th level (d4 + 6). The 

ranger will be indistinguishable from any other fighter. 

Ruffian encounters will be with from 7 to 12 (d6 + 6) fellows of shabby ap- 

pearance and mean disposition. They will be armed with clubs and 

daggers, fighting at 2nd level ability and having 2 dice (d8) for hits. There 

is a 5% chance per ruffian encountered that an assassin of 5th to 8th level 

(d4 + 4) will be with the group. All weapons will be concealed. 

Shadow encounters are treated the same as those of demon and devil, 

except that there i s  a small likelihood of shadows being encountered in 

any deserted place. From 2-8 shadows will be encountered. 

Spectre encounters are treated in the same fashion as those with a ghost. 

From 1-3 spectres will be encountered. 

Thief encounters will be with an 8th to 1 l th  level thief (d4 + 7) with 0 to 2 

apprentices of 1st to 4th level. If there is but 1 thief, he or she will be an ad- 

venturer, merely stopping for a short time in the city/town. Other thieves 

encountered will be on guild business, or ”working”, or both. 

Tradesman encounters are with from 2 to 8 non-descript tradesmen 

(smiths, coopers, etc.) on their way to or from their work. They are greatly 

valued citizens and generally friendly with city guards and watch. 

Wererat encounters will be with from 2 to 5 of the creatures. In daylight, it 

is 90% likely that the wererats will be in human form, at night it is 50% 

likely they will be in human form, 50% for giant rat form. Wererats can be 

any type of human, if desired (see SWORDS OF LANKHMAR by Fritz 

Leiber). They will intelligently try to set up, ambush, or otherwise react to 

the encountering party. 

Weretiger encounters will be with 1 or 2 weretigers. All day, and 90% of 

the night, encounters will be with creatures in their human form. The 

weretiger(s) will be 90% likely to be temporary residents of the cityltown 

and on some errand rather than seeking to prey upon passers-by. 

Werewolf encounters are with 2-5 werewolves. All day, and 50% of the 

night, encounters will be with creatures in their human form. The were- 

wolves will generally be seeking prey, although there i s  a 20% chance 

that they will be on some special errand and ignore the encountered party. 

Wight encounters are the same as ghost encounters, except that 2-5 wights 

will be encountered. 

Will-0-wisp encounters are the same as ghost encoun!ers, except 1-2 will- 

0-wisps can be encountered. 
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